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Day-End 

Dave Allen 

Up high, and winded to pick hailstones 
where goshawks haul squirrels from, 
I noticed a pebble at the day's end. 

My brother in tracks 
and clearing spring growth, 
wanted to see where the trail 
went to last season. 

Chomp goes the ant. Chomp chomp. 

A girlfriend's roommate 
I told my brother, 
left a guy on the couch last week, 
worried at the sheets of acid 
in the freezer, with frost on her brows, 
when two agents 
heavily toed a cat at the door. 

We are for stout pints until exhaustion, 
how much longer the day. 

Beginning at the hard brush 
we sang on our knees to ask, 
but puffs of red sprinkled fur 
said not now, the ant 
is being made a stone fly 
in a golden trout's dream. 
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A Foot Hooked 

Mary Jo Bang 

Pity the poor rabbit and the man with the monocle. 

The weed at the dogwood: no bloom 

and indelicate fumes. The crocus has broken; 

it waves its white flame at the dumb cat-cat 

and the dour daughter. 

The pound of their pulses converge near __ _ 

What is a foot? Mute, death, kiss, city. 

All lies are alike. 
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Head-Heavy on its Snakes talk, the Tulip 

Mary Jo Bang 

Agile in motion-but glacial, too syrup to see ... 

Or a salt, caustic and small scale, leans to an edge-

water perhaps, or a quarry dressed in dovegray and pinstripe. 

(I wished for that edge once. And more. Then not. For a while.) 

Between us, there was always white flannel or any old thing: 

Why I only wear this when I don't care how I look. 

This said, then the hair not so much tossed as ... 

The hair flipped, small scale, mannered. 

We show our true selves: naked, skin gently rewound, 

circuits exposed, minor quibbles 

a clock will iron smooth. Decisions: whether dessert 

with the meal. Or shortly thereafter. Wanting it all. At once. 

Something between us. Water, a caustic salt. 

Not so much tossed as flicked from the shoulder 

with the back of a hand. Impossible to show the true self, 

while turning a head. Why, I only wear this 

when I don't care how I look. Agile in motion. Imponderable: 

water, truth, naked, rewound. Tuliplike. Leans to an edge 

but never loses control. Or leans, and falls. 

Then rises. No, rose. No end. 
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Possibly I Have Misunderstood 

Dorothy Barresi 

When I began losing my looks 
I thought, alright, good. 
One less thing to worry about. 

In dressing out a deer, 
it is important to act quickly. 
The gland resembling a ruby corsage 
pinned to the pelvis 
corrupts 
if left too long in the stilling meat. 

Lately, at restaurants, 
I notice my friends' husbands growing 
animated earlier, red-faced. 
Is it the pumpkin soup 
laced with cardamon and chevre, the wine, 
or the dusky 

pleated mushrooms 
smelling of secrets underground, or 

is it simply the drop-dead 
waitress in the 
girlish republic of her frock, 
jiggling her pencil as she smiles 
for the next order? 

But the wives, my friends, 
grow calmer, clearer. 
Their faces impassive, lipstick 
just right, 
they cock their heads as though 
over the clangor of salad forks and conversation 
they could hear acutely 
what approaches, 
and are not afraid. 

Make mine Cabernet Franc. 
Between the plate and the barn 
there is always murder, murder. 
But between forty-five and the last breath, power, 
coming into realm. 
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Cuttings 

Dorothy Barresi 

I 

Not cut the rug or cut 
the mustard. 
Not Roethke's spectral 
nudgers and weepers 
growing in the bruised 
root cellar of the heart. 

Not exactly Plath's 
glottal ragings at mid-century, either, 
romance of a thumb-top 
pared back 
for the accidental perfection 
of the idea of pain. 

Not any of these. 

II 

We believe or do not believe 
her father did 
what you have heard 
to be true to her. 

Roughly speaking, this did or did not 
take place when she was 
between the ages of three and eleven, 

when his pastorate failed 
and the family moved 
from to ___ _ 

penury advising them 
in their prayer life 
like a cop. 

But was it true, you ask. 
What are the clues? 
Ask the girl with dirt in her mouth. 
Ask the girl who is all poem 
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now, all shapes between the shapes 
she carved into her flesh 
like a tattoo artist 
falling in love 

with what remained un-inked, the border crossings 
and blue edges 
and the razor bleeding 
in her hand. 

III 

Postscript. 
Her father died years ago 
of cardiopulmonary collapse. 
He'd been on the Pritikin Diet, 
which helped for a time. 
Now he's in jail in heaven. 

IV 

Postscript. 
Sometimes she would cut herself, then go next door 
to the neighbor's house--
a drywall finisher out of work 
because this was the recession-
and present her arms to him 
shyly, like a girl 
in her first prom gown of ruched sateen, 
awkward in bows 
but with terribly alert eyes. 

v 

In the end she took Evian water, 
cigarettes, a Bic lighter, 
a pinky ring of two gold 
willow braches twining, and 
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200 Xanax 
up to the avocado grove 
so lush neither horses nor helicopters, 
dogs nor daylight, 
not one of a dozen volunteers 

could cut a trail back 
to her alive and nodding off, 
and yes, 
by the position of her body downslope 
the experts agreed, 
changing her mind. 

VI 

Let me start again, here, 
where a woman ends. 
The wrists were involved. 
Also the leg-tops, the delicate skin 
of the inner arms, 
anywhere she could drag a sharpness 

that factors in and out 
what she could not change in her life 
which was pain. 

The steel ratio of pain 
to power 
being control. 

VII 

Now ask yourself, as I did, 
why hurt yourself more? 
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Tribe 

Geri Lynn Baumblatt 

an experiment in linguistics 

voice delays- echo of a dish- dropt 

children raised by mutes, sheep herders, nuns, 

unmeant stays of air 

did not return speaking the language 

of the gods, or Adam- only limp tongues 

numbed by cloves 

long necks with a tongue only for lapping-

a sort of non-existent motion 

somehow satisfies 

an enormous body- a lap is nothing

a pair of legs sitting-

portable platform 

sudden porch 

falling back against the silent 

ropes 
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Feather's Wives Are All Good-Looking 

Cal Bedient 

Flute. flute. this is a change. 
The news? A tiny bit of flutter. Up 
on the stalk the bleeding heart 

utters out-of-beds; the whole garden 
dips and behaves. 

And should I pony to little bed? 

HORSE me to the table, morning, like a winning cake. 

Daylight chest 
has drawers of breath for us. 
Legs for us, morning (gate) has legs for us 
who would not pony to little bed. 

Why which, then, without difference when? 
Why pearl without lily elaboration? 

Pig lie down, horse be our baby blues, 
horse be our column of wasps. 

Flute,o 

peculiar new kneeler on the air! Any whim 
land bottoming by breath's early light, 
virile butte carved clear, 
is feather weight to you 

who would not pony to little bed. So: 

feather my bench, feather the weather. 
Feather. Feather. Feather. Feather. 

Paths Jack Philosophy strews with jumbo jacks for us, 
the little train in the mouth that stops and goes for us, 
the vanilla of 7 a.m., the cinnamon of noon, 
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will get us there, 

as the moon in the sky 
is a blossom in the water. 

Out the window of outside-phenomena, 
one leg out, one leg ahead, 
would not pony to little bed. 

Sheep lie down. Able air. Blue 
able stable blur. Able 
to take sugar. 



Here's a Development 

Cal Bedient 

Let a line muse, go line. Kant 
kisses 
crystal. 

Kant of wish. Of welcome. In hope. And choice. 

We imagine wader notnumber. Notnumber 
not repeating tall titled. 
Frog noises, these avocado testicles, 
everything bronzed in a late colored hum. 

Is that you 
in the fortieth window of the poem? 

A good spot (they're all good spots). 
But the rose is 

mouth lift 

mimicry of the late-colored cloud. 
The mouth is one ahead, 

here's 

a development. 

A little shadow invents go fly. 

equitable 

You flap, my love, like a ladder in a sunset of champagne. 
Your orange fingernails are pink in a later world. 

How can it be a little more than what? 
The moon 
strips like an alder to bathe: 

maybe you became a fish. 
The jungles of 'Nam march on Spokane: 

maybe you became a mist. 
The ivy-light covers the mirror: 

maybe you became a leaf of fog. 

Leaf of fog leaf of fog leaf of fog. 

I have seen you when your particles waded. 

I greet you in the help and hero hum. 
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Against Autobiography 

Lisa Beskin 

In the later part of a late afternoon, a Friday in May, 1980, I stood in our cramped 
laundry room ironing a shirt. Unfamiliar and clumsy with that appliance, since my 
family thought a quick tumble in the dryer was all you could ever need, I received a 
burn on the back of my right hand. The dark edges of the wound peeled back around 
a paper-white center. My mother, who suggested I burned myself because I was 
jealous of our new dog, took me to the doctor. He prescribed a special cream and 
wrapped the hand in soft lengths of gauze. In three weeks the hand had healed 
enough to remain uncovered, and I have no particular fear of ironing today. The scar 
looks like a check-mark or a boomerang, or the eyebrow a friend pulled up when I 
told her a lie. Generally I'm a good liar, though it makes me feel like I've gone to 
sleep without brushing my teeth. I admire small lies: papal infallibility, the single 
bullet theory, the dangers of masturbation, most antibiotics, the New Criticism. I'm a 
fan of the big ones, such as punishment for the wicked, dual airbags, studies in 
hysteria, or the stitch in time. And the greatest of all, that life is something longer 
than a word. 
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Reincarnation 

Bruce Bond 

So we were driving into the heavy woods 
of words until they blackened the stars 

and we were all eyes and blind, 
no body to get us out of the place. 

Sweet gods of youth coiled in their graves. 
Oh my Moses, what tiny blazes you had 

in your kindling eyes, what big ideas ... 
which is how the future made near 

sense to me, the big idea like a giant 
meatloaf at the end of history. 

So we were driving into words, eager 
for a dignified cheese to get lost in, 

a small chrome diner gleaming in the forest. 
But I was younger than I thought 

I would have been, when we were all 
aging in the big idea together, 

a turkey printing its roasted scent 
on the air. Hmmm. Smell that final 

earthling on its axis. And it was 
something we would eat together 

in the way you eat when you're not 
even hungry, just the pure anxiety 

of the end of desire driving you 
back into the body of the bird. 
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Paradise Louse 

Joel Dailey 

Host of deflections 

Singled out 

El specifications 

Pantoum breath 

Self-actualized by HIGH NOON 

Come to be 

Clean forgot 

No glue in the igloo 

* 

Go present tense 

Much feeling askance 

Adjacent muscle groups 

Sang broke 

As April the cruller month 

Elizabeth Taylor'd 

This toy 

Of debris 



The Profit 

Christopher Davis 

The recording artist, that false prophet 
with the cross around his neck, whispered 
that I could not feel his hit 
until I had killed time 
downstairs, in his disco. 

At the center, a raised 
dance floor, perfectly 
round, like the bottom 
of a trash can turned 
over and spanked. 

After a few moments 
after a few years I 
figured out: mirrors cover the wall: inside 
his music, our meat's meant to seem 
luscious 

Outside the entrance, all 
us ugly poor not allowed in, 
now, by the bouncer, Peter. 
An art student waddles closer. 
All she has with her is a joint. 

We sneak aboard a Russian freighter. 
The happy captain shows off 
his brand new Japanese hi fi 
and plays for us the only copy 
of a Communist top forty forty five. 

On our way home, we discover 
a Japanese Deer Park wedged 
betwixt two freeways. 

The reindeer, 
they're all dying, 
poisoned by exhaust 
peppering their feed. 
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They nudge toward us through the haze. 

Their legs give way 
under their stolen, enslaved, scrawny 
bodies. 

Suddenly, the sunlight 
soaks the windshield: 

from a tape someone 
made for someone 
years before blossom 
the piano chords, the sweet high 
hymn, "Bridge Over Troubled Water." 



Praying to Fit In 

Christopher Davis 

I have stuffed myself with oatmeal, meatloaf, 
pleasuring the body of the bigot, this 
Coca Cola-marinated country ham. 

A crow hops closer to a puddle, 
a hand mirror. Like bugs 
fluttering about the honeysuckle-

scented wings of the diva 
within, the catamites all 
vanish when the breeze changes 

direction. In that piazza in Firenze, rain, 
too, changed direction: suddenly, it tickled 
my window, digits of a deity insensitive, 

I reckon, to moi. The green 
weeds in the stream were never 
tresses of my dead, nor do stars 

glitter lovingly 
over our suburban 
borealis here below. 

Squatting on this toilet, 
my head bent up toward the light, 
my finger trembling on this lever, 

I peek into my tourist's viewer, 
its white prayer wheel turning, 
the slide show of our whole world 

flashing past before my eyes: 
the murderer's electric throne 
has been replaced, at last. 
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Art Camp 

Christopher Davis 

Outside this rainwet pup tent, 
slugs wiggle closer through moist moss. 
I love feeling so damn dumb, 

a sweet thing in space, 
no ego, no self, 
a perceptual center, 

all these senses peeking 
out at a bitch sniffing 
a black root. 

Fireflies twist up and down cornstalks. 
In the spillway, a white explosion. 
Baby locusts hop across my sandals. 

Crickets! Giggles! 
Ready, reader, to 
leave? Leaves 

crisscross around me, burying 
me in the corny-smelling green, mouth 
of a kneeling queen, behind 

each leaf, 
pleading 
for people pleasing meat. 



God Bless Mommy And Daddy 

Christopher Davis 

1. The Art of Dying 

A thin kid's trying not to be here now, curled 
up in your arms, reader, cuddling 
in your big bed, queen-sized, purple. 
You mumble you must pee. You tug 
your leg over his head. He sniffs 
the heat trapped in the shadows 
of your nightie. He spits 
up into your warm fuzzy. 

2. Up Your Alley 

Kiss me, you fool, the dusty taste of gay bar popcorn in my mouth. 
Feel the Jiffy Pop's silver bubble bulging in your palms; re
member that lifeline burying 
the Lin PUBLIC LIBRARY. 

I beg you, sir, come back to my pad, 
drink Easter egg dye, stay 
till dawn: we'd fish dung rainbows 

from the white porcelain god 
and chase each other all around 
the body's blood-red bedroom 

with our art. 
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How to Build Your Own House (Herself Surveys Her Kingdom) 

Donna de la Perrit~re 

had acted badly. was the unfittest one. the one that made a mess. the one that would not put up 

its toys or come out to play. old untidy nests and many of their yellowing leaves. it fell. well, 

what did you expect. well, maybe next time. if you stop feeding them after a while they'll stop 

coming. these minimal requirements for salvation. 

had not swept up the mess. was entirely its own fault. the gay, adventurous girl. the slovenly 

daughter. large clumps of climbing plant that the wind had blown down. no reason but. vaguely 

distressed about losing touch. no longer a nameless thing. was handed over by others ("bring her 

to reason"). was told not to sleep. but still brought pan and brush and swept up the pieces. the 

dog left to run wild in the forest. the door translated now wanting a door. 

house swept and dusted. a creature even remotely like. wished to satiate rather than have itself 

extinguished. (hardships of its own condition.) everything is distance. an increased susceptibility 

as if an oversight. an awful roar. the bearer and the fellow bearer. the efforts of one so soon 

awake. with sleepiness is soon asleep. an abstract heaven over a naked rock. 
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Wash Fragment (Shirley in the Yard) 

Donna de Ia Perriere 

it would be best of course if there weren't that flat space out back the part of the yard where it 

shades off into not so much someone else's yard as no man's land the non-part of the yard where 

there are rocks bottles rail ties rusted appliances things people have long ago thrown out 

once she climbs inside a rusted-out washing machine someone has dumped back there she is 

wearing white pants and white shoes and she gets stuff all over her dirt rust and she knows she 

shouldn't be doing this it's stupid she is the grown-up now and she'll have to clean it but once 

she starts she can't stop it she has to get in and she's crawling scrambling curling in on herself and 

once she is in she does feel oddly satisfied she feels like a little animal thoughtless clean just a 

clean slick little animal not thinking anything she sits there (picture her) in this washer in the 

middle of this wrecked yard behind the junk shop off Boulevard she can hear the dog barking on 

the rope next to steps by the street where she walks the dog at night at night the whole street glints 

of moon everything looks vaguely beautiful the edges of the house soften tree limbs dip and 

spindle the white enamel off appliances glows in the lot in the back yard flat surface bare 

rock and at the edge of the surface trees in the lot behind the back yard she sits in the drum 

of the washer she wonders what it would be like to sit out there until night no one goes by on the 

road she can see the house the side yard the frail edge of a tree the tree unwinds twists in the 

wind the dog whines worries its rope the sun glints off the window in the room where she used to 

keep your clothes 
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Mutually Exclusive 

Albert DeSilver 

How it is separate 
is how all the seeming 
encloses you. 
With perfectly faded blue jeans 
and that sexy gait 
pasted against the world 
determining your stability 
or rather your ability 
to crumble under the weight 
of reality-
but freak not of bony protrusions 
and heaps of letdowns 
dust your self off from under illusion
actuality is malleable 
and remember to flower with 
the inherent crumble. 

I see your electric teeth 
light up, part lips, and beam 
for you have arrived to declare, 
"appearance is mere polenta" 
Meanwhile your smile 
leaves little prints in the air 

This combination of words 
will eventually cancel themselves out 
like how contradiction chews its own tail 
and sets the visible aspects 
of relationship in a neat little pile 
on the hardwood floor 
backlit by the window 
is neither swept up or even collected 
this concept arose 
out of foam 



I was there at the mouth, 
a circular crust of cosmic particles 
at the fringe of speech. 
I wanted to kiss your webbed being there, 
a strand woven through 
the treetops, on cupcakes, some pond scum; 
anything that can be perceived 
or further anything 
together separate 
is exquisitely temporary-
as sure as breathing responds to air, 
we are not bound apart 
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mutability 

Harvey Ellis 

memory separates like rivers dividing 
though they have the same spring 

so far from the source 
they wear like clothes on different bodies 

I always though I could ask you 
for the parts missing 

but you are also missing 
with your storage van 

it's the rhyme in the words that gets our attention 
and then they belong to everyone 
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from a's a h v 

Peter Ganick 

as stickler tight tidy evanescent pussyfooting 
armistice dune bid same greet glee greenway 
anyone asking elsewhere hand then hand again 

steering ththth wall offhand started cling climbing 
namefrom ultrasonic asasas retained curio citizen 
crease clavicle cleavage concrete cause creative 

compliant her work it outward street exactly that 
tthhatt there rollerblade rollerball balloon ballooning 
commission conveyance commission orbit 

allure gusto greenway hheerree th leaps of silence 
ttiimmee and ssppaaccee your waving it down 
now non noun new net necessity naive normal 

absolute agoramanic acrid pharoah flightless augured 
inhouse contextualizations from those thousands 
inversion consulted evolved craves cent ear 

waving on ththth ononthth thth apparel offoff 
ttiimmee gonna haven having her storycard blend 
with this one blunt th otherself theyself 

surface having to hold have onward outs outer 
into inner sandeesh lament whereas tthhaatt 
sswwoorrdd leaps to skeet shoot 

no irregular strategm gelled hassle mid amid 
middle earth shipwreck footlocker held travel 
space hisself understood ininin ththth 

devotion of of of magicianship roleplayer 
planet mayhem sheepish faraway scorecard birds 
changes of perspective ththth range arranges 

tototo sit there somewhere adept 
silly lost camper siamese tourniquet 
deep deeper deepest in inward insist dire org 
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choirmaster so sheer looking good 
tolerable chided in non amateur asexual 
force to engineer inquire grrrl at 

laundromat at wide void vision 
on couch where materials asked afternoon 
shave privacy grrrl grist marveled atomic 

nuance moist drift gnomon use herself badly you 
use herself selflessly timed truant small wood 
consequent upon forms indistinct forms 

from th froth leaps held tried tasked iris of 
ththth wwhhyy diddid sitsit hereafter they 
theyself saying here here again decide later 

then ititit isisis becalming itemization 
squeeze terror from purr data reflex 
an irregularly regulated addiction to truancy 

rupa wrought ritornelle desultory icon 
milestone sway genx infrafuck gendered 
all day all danger thinks th world world 

softened world world softer than thankful 
gift fool foot focus dancer world sweat 
world sweat simulcast whining dogstar 

tarred featured impacted upward invisible 
contest actor action ththth accompanying 
every eagle eggs shoes memoranda whereas 

whining catwalk scarred raging bill world 
bob world business world tolerable not 
enjoined to reflexivity emitted changes orbits 

culinary smooth stones underfoot copied from 
welterweight late knitting klatsch ghostwrap 
insolvant infrequent invasive innocent as milk 

wetness harrowed therefore foreign planet 
cosmic duress rented surefire stunt mantra gone 
to wayward tool time haven homerun 
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A River to Walk 

Katharine Haake 

These days, uneasily cusped in the round middle part of my life, I have taken to 
thinking once again about rivers, while nights I have dreams of my sister in which we 
are interchangeable. 

Above my desk I keep a photograph, now nearly five years old, of her sunning 
herself on a boulder on the far other side of the Salmon River. Tiny, she is reflected, 
also tiny, in the water below, the placid stretch of green river where we swam between 
rapids. In one dream there is a vast series of concrete chambers, like the fall-out 
shelter tunnels that lace the insides of our dams, through which many people wander, 
and I lay my sleeping bag beside the sleeping bag of a man I suspect I desire. As in 
dreams, the situation is chaotic. There has been some disappointment with my 
children about bowling, and when I return to the sleeping bag I left to lie beside the 
man I want, he has zipped it together with others to accommodate new stray people 
and there isn't any room for me. In this instant, my rage and disappointment are so 
intense I split off from myself to become my sister, which I understand because much 
later we go looking for her and find her shivering on a bus bench just outside the 
chamber. She is blue with cold, an icy surface to her translucent skin, and when she 
sees me I am myself flooded with relief-for who, in my life, ever came after me?
and begins to tell me a complicated story about riding the bus until, cold and afraid, 
she ran out of money. Returning to the chamber we are again one person, though I do 
not now remember where we sleep. 

In other dreams, the houses where I'm living keep unfolding, and flood waters 
threaten to rise. 

These days I try to imagine what my life would be like if I had a river to walk to 
after dinner. It would be at dusk, when the air itself becomes palpable, as if with a 
body, and things turn suddenly opaque. Or maybe summer, just as the light shifts into 
its dying, acute angle. 

I do not have a river to walk to after dinner, but I have the memory of rivers, 
which begins, almost always, with the quiet brush of water beneath the first conscious 
awareness of hearing, and because I understand that hearing is the last sense to go 
before death, I think about how it is that we give ourselves over, in the act of memory, 
to something short only of grace, a haunted geography you can't ever touch but yet 
are keenly drawn to, and yes, as well to wonder if it isn't a little bit like death, this 
letting go, this giving over, this attentive listening to what begins in what precedes the 
quiet brush of water, the shadow sound of memory, almost palpable inside my own 
body, but more like language than a heartbeat or a pulse. Then the feel of air, cooler 
by the water, like a kiss that anoints all my skin. 

In the absence of a river to walk to, I am trying very hard to be interested in the 
streets that I drive through, which are smelly with exhaust and cluttered with 
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businesses whose names suggest proprietors from all over the world. Dry cleaners, 
kosher meat stores, locksmiths, printers, drug stores. Some Starbucks and 
Blockbusters. Gyms with plate glass windows before which people work out adjacent 
to places of worship. And on one hilltop corner a refurbished luxury hotel rumored to 
contain an entire floor reserved for plastic surgery convalescents. When I first moved 
here, it all seemed such a visual assault I'd force myself to concentrate on driving, just 
the car ahead, just the steering wheel in my hands, where the pedals were at my feel. 

It was as if I were weanng blinders. Also, my children were small 
Nou; I!/}/ inste/ld to JmggJne the motley swirl of the..>'e various establishments as 

the banks of a river, passing by me, as if I were adrift. 
In my memory of rivers the visual image almost always comes last and begins 

with a quiet eddy near the shore I watch through a curtain of cottonwood leaves, then 
a rapid, then a cut through a canyon, though every river is its own geography, and 
this, in turn, tells a different story. 

When they contained the waters of the upper Sacramento, McCloud and Pitt 
Rivers behind Shasta dam, first they sent surveyors up their channels. A surveyor is a 
different kind of man than the engineer who dreams the arc of the dam off the tips of 
his fingers on blue tissue paper. I suspect that Mike, Rose's father and Miranda's 
grandfather, who came all the way from Texas to work cement on the dam (it was a 
job), would have made a good surveyor if he'd had the education and any breaks at 
all, for he had a certain gift for triangulation, between him, and his daughter, and the 
world. 

Along the channel of the upper Sacramento, rugged trogons form cliff-sized 
embankments, and the few rocky beaches are strewn with palm-sized stones, rounded 
and smoothed by water. These same stones line the channel of the river, made 
turbulent by scattered boulders. The water, spring and snow-melt fed, is frigid, and 
though I suspect you would like a story about a young surveyor, say, who, tromping 
up the river bank, slips and breaks an ankle beside the icy water, where he finds 
himself trapped for three days during which he suffers from exposure and has visions 
of bears who approach him through the water and move on, what I know about 
instead is the shock of the water against your hot and dusty skin and the way your 
head constricts, diving in, and the rush of the current against your ragged breast
stroke as you struggle toward the black rock that rises from the middle of the river, 
baking in the sun. I know, too, that between rock, water, and sun, there is an elemental 
grace that sustains me. 

Mike made friends with one of the surveyors, who was later killed in a fall down 
the face of the dam, toward the river. One cold November morning, he slipped. And 
though I know this is a sad thing, one that even after more than half a century should 
make us reflect on the grief of the loss of someone' s son, instead I think about my 
own sons, their temperaments and habits. I believe that Sam would make a steady 
engineer, and Joey a fearless surveyor. Along the riverbank grow thickets of 
blackberries, dense clumps of skunk cabbage, cedars, pine, oak, and some 
cottonwoods. I imagine Joey crashing through them while Sam hunkers over a 
polished desk somewhere downriver, working out complex and elegant equations. 

Several other things I know: The story I have to tell grows out of this river, and 
the men whose idea it was to dam it have another story altogether that defines them. 
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Also, Patty and Miranda are caught in the clash of these conflicting narratives, and the 
purpose of this story, the one I'm telling now, has never been to gratify our desire to 
resolve the paradox, but rather to untangle both sides of this stubborn knot to see if 
there isn't some other way of holding together the contradictory impulses between 
what lets us go and what contains us. 

Shasta Dam, engineered to regulate floods, generate hydroelectric power, and 
store surplus winter runoff to irrigate the Sacramento Valley, control navigation flow, 
protect the delta from saline intrusion, and provide water for municipal and industrial 
use, is a graceful curved concrete gravity-type structure, 602 feet high, three-quarters 
of a mile long, 30 feet thick at its crest and a full 883 feet thick at the bottom. 
Draining an area of 665 miles and with a maximum depth of 512 feet deep, the lake 
has a total storage capacity of 4,552,000 acre feet of water. 

When California floods, so many rivers--the San Joaquin, the Feather, the 
Truckee, the American, the Russian--and countless streams and creeks cause grievous 
suffering, but farther north Shasta Dam routinely contains the drainage from three 
separate river systems, as if inexhaustible. 

I grew up in a house above the Sacramento not far below the dam. From time to 
time, when the rains would come with such ferocity that the river would turn turbulent 
and brown and spread far into its flood plain on the other side, I'd watch from the 
back picture windows of our house, and imagine something terrible, so much water 
that the flood plain would be overwhelmed by it and it would rise and rise up the hills 
on either side, like all the water in the world, first to our back yard, then to steps of 
the house, then finally submerging our home and threatening my family and me as we 
huddled on our roof to wait out the maelstrom, rain beating down on all us. Maybe I 
imagined this because, in my imagination, I could imagine my father's broad hand on 
my hunched-over back, its warmth spreading through my drenched skin. 

But of course this never happened, not the flood, and not my father's hand on 
my back, because the dam was our protection and what my uncle and Patty's father 
called progress. Today we see it in relation to the loss of such a substantial portion of 
the native salmon population that we have been compelled, as a nation, to resurrect 
them with the largest underwater welding project ever conceived, a multi-billion 
dollar government investment to reconstruct the outflow system of the dam and 
release supercooled lake bottom water at just the right time to fool the salmon into 
spawning lower down. Still, not even we could consider the possibility that the dam 
should never have been built, that California and its salmon should have remained as 
it was when my grandparents settled in its foothills, that this would be a different kind 
of progress. We know Utah and Wyoming. We are not fools. 

You teach creative writing long enough, you will hear such family stories, those 
of immigrants, rich and poor, and the girl from Nebraska who grew up between 
cornfields (who cares anymore about cornfields, she says), and the Jews and the 
Native Americans and the woman whose Mexican father ran off with her Filipino 
mother and left her to raise three young siblings, all doctors and lawyers now. You 
teach creative writing long enough, you will know that your own power to make 
anything up is so eclipsed by what has really happened as to render the whole charade 
of invention both hapless and futile. More and more you grow committed to the ritual 
of story-telling as a means of leaving marks in the world. You cup your hand to your 
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young son's chin and know that in another month or day it will no longer be the same 
chin, for it will jut at a new angle, or fold more firmly into its own growing sense of 
self. And what do you do? You write: you cup your hand to your young son's chin, 
and you imagine that in this way some things will be sustained. 

Imagine an unexpected petroglyph on a far desert wall. Maybe you are hiking 
miles and miles off any trail you knew. Maybe you've just driven to the end of some 
rocky dirt road, and then taken off god knows where. It, your petroglyph, is faded 
nearly past recognition, a bare smudge of red or black against the ocher stone, and yet 
it stops you in your tracks, this ancient record of someone else's passing. 

It is the record of our passing that makes our stories form their uneven words 
and sentences in our heads and mouths, in the curves of our tongues: a dam is the 
curve of your tongue. You lap water with it. The water curls itself around your whole 
body. This is the unending curl of your longing, which is not quite desire. Desire is 
story itself. 

I have written many times about my mother's mother, raised in a Catholic 
boarding school as the sole surviving child of a widowed tailor whose last advice to 
her was to become a doctor so as not to be beholding to a man. I know and have 
richly imagined her story, how she went west from Baltimore for adventure, how the 
boys at CALmed school were rude so she took off across the bay, heading south to 
Stanford, where she became, instead, a nurse, how her life, as it played out in the 
aftermath of this decision was marked by certain social successes and the self
inflicted death of her first son that haunts us still half a century later. 

Also, I imagine Kennett, the copper mining town submerged beneath the lake 
behind the dam, where all four of my grandparents met and married, and worked side
by-side, and kept house together, and bore their first children and disappointments. 

These stories I have told before and will tell again, each time different, each the 
same, each layered by my previous failure to in any way fix the mark of their passing. 
And though I know it does not change things if I claim that they are true, and though I 
also understand that this is language, which never fixed or held anything stable, I 
don't really care anymore. You cup your son's chin in your own hand, and what you 
come away with is just nothing, just air, just the already fading memory of the jut of 
the jaw, like the memory of the undersound of rivers. It will always be just air, despite 
what you just touched, just as he was always once an infant at your breast. 

You teach creative writing long enough and you will teach your students two 
things about stories: there are some you tell over and over and over, and some you 
never could tell, and both are the ones sustain that you. 

Of my two grandmothers the one whose ,story I have never told, nor even yet 
imagined, is my father's mother's story, the eldest of six children of an Irish 
prospector and his mail-order bride who died before my grandmother was ten. The 
miner was a drunk, but I lied about the mail-order part, since all I really know is that 
she came from somewhere, and died young. 

Did she have a first name, this woman who gave birth to my father's mother and 
five others before disappearing forever from this earth? Once I looked for her grave in 
the cemetery of the now quaint gold country town northeast of Sacramento where she 
died. The cemetery, old by Western standards, lies on the crest of a hill, with thick
trunked pines and arching valley oaks. It was cold, with a bitter, steel-edged sky and 
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some scattered flakes of snow that drifted about. Above one Vietnam era grave, a 
mobile of model airplanes spun from the split branch of a Digger pine. Nearby, a high 
school cheerleader raised her pom-poms high in the photo where she beamed from 
beneath a plastic inset in her tombstone, the tears of weeping angels etched around it. 
Ishi, the last Indian, wandered out of those very same hills, and I wonder how many 
tens of thousands of his people also lie nearby, as namelessly as my own great
grandmother. For though I searched a long time among the last century's graves, none 
bore her surname, and it is impossible ever to know now if the miner was too drunk or 
just too poor to leave any mark of her passing. 

My father's mother raised her siblings and then became a nurse, also not to be 
beholding to a man. She met my mother's mother in nursing school, after which they 
both took jobs in Kennett, the one, again, for adventure, the other because, newly 
widowed and pregnant, its foothills reminded her of home. 

My uncle was born during a terrible snowstorm. Underneath the white drapes of 
the hospital room, my father's mother's fingers turned blue from the cold and when 
she heard my uncle cry, she tucked his steaming body to her breast where he sucked, a 
tiny brand of heat. This was the engineer uncle, the one with blunt fingers and blue 
tissue paper and, these days, a parrot who sits on his shoulder. My father would not 
even be conceived for at least another decade. Between them I imagine a third, not an 
engineer but a surveyor, someone who tromped up riverbeds and lived off the ragged 
edges of his brothers' dreams. 

If he were to have a name, this imaginary uncle, it would be Ralph, and Ralph 
would have a big head, bearded and shaggy, though I also paradoxically remember 
him as a small and muscular man, deep into middle age who, to my mother's 
everlasting disapproval, wore heavy workboots even at formal holiday dinners. In his 
green Can't-Bust-Em's and red flannel shirt, he insisted to the day he joined the Peace 
Corps that the bear in the river was real. 

"If the break had been clean," he would say, "I'd have splinted my own leg and 
walked out. But you make it sound like I sat in that water for three days, shivering 
myself near to dead." 

He was drinking Scotch. My mother, hands glistening with turkey grease and 
onion, called from the kitchen, "Oh, Ralph, that's nonsense. Just stop." 

It would be years before I'd know what hypothermia was, how it could first 
confuse, then kill you, alarming facts I learned on a college backpacking trip when it 
snowed and we hadn't brought tents. These days, with all our high-tech fabrics and 
book knowledge, we don't have to worry so much about cold, but back then we 
started hiking out at four AM, shivering and numb-toed and afraid. We kept asking 
each other who the president was and what year it would be five years from now. 
Then, at dawn, when we could see our faces again and they were pink, and we'd 
achieved some lower, warmer elevation, I told about my uncle, how he'd fallen in the 
riverbed surveying for the dam and shattered all the small bones in his ankle, how 
he'd waited there for three days (and it was November, and raining), and how, at the 
end, the bear came. 

It was a Golden Bear, that bear, maybe the last of its kind, with sleek thick fur 
and a dark rough tongue. The gold-tipped ends of Golden Bear's pelts made them 
gleam in certain lights, as if their fur itself took in the light and let it off again, bright 
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and shimmering, but it was gray and rainy when this bear came to my uncle, and 
though the bear was gleaming this could not have been caused from any natural light. 
At first the shining bear was uninterested in my uncle. The bear had come to the river 
for fish, and was batting at the water with his giant paw. 

Behind him, under his embankment, my uncle was delirious by now, and in his 
pain and fever convinced the water backing up behind the dam would soon submerge 
him. Now this is the part that no one else, but me, believes, just as I believe in my 
uncle, now a venerated elder in a tiny village high in the Peruvian Andes. From time 
to time, he sends me letters with small drawings of his village. They are dirty and the 
paper is cheap, and just beyond the thatch-roofed huts, in the looming mountains, 
sometimes you can make out the eyes or the haunches of bears. 

The part no one else believes: because my delirious uncle believes he is going to 
drown, and because he is entranced by the bear's golden pelt, and because when the 
bear cups a fish to his mouth, the fish reflects the shimmering colors of the rainbow, 
my delirious uncle calls out to the bear, and the bear, at the sound of his voice, turns 
his black eyes on him. In this instant, the surveyor and the bear share some kind of 
animal recognition, and though the surveyor knows that in the flooding of this 
riverbed the bear will lose its fishing grounds, the bear is alerted by the smell of the 
surveyor's blood. 

In one version of this story, the bear kneels at my uncle, who climbs astride him 
and is carried to safety. In another, the bear licks at my uncle's shattered leg, which 
under the lap of the bear's rough tongue, knits itself whole and strong. Then my uncle 
walks out on his own. 

Either way, he signs off that same day on the dam, and so will never be the poor 
surveyor who falls from its face some years later because my uncle, by that time, is 
long gone, and I will know him only as a small man in Can't-Bust-Ems who appears 
from time to time at family dinners, wearing work books, drinking Scotch, telling 
stories. I remember the soft flannel of his shirt as I snuggled up against it, the wood
smoky smell of it, and the gleam of his beard in the firelight. 

Here is one of his sketches from the Andes. I think it is so beautiful. Don't you? 

In the aftermath of California's recent floods, there is talk about strengthening 
the levees. As we lose our easy entitlements to other peoples' water, there will be talk 
of higher water prices and more dams. We will feel besieged and unfairly treated by 
those who claim water we have long used as their own. Two inches of the my parents' 
creek belongs already to LA, which only needs to come and get it. We are a thirsty 
population, prone to drought (we are a desert), but also periodic flooding. For of 
course, between what will sustain us and what we must contain, despite all we have 
done to them the streams and rivers of this country continue to chart their own course. 

Patty's father and my uncle believed in their dam so fervently they never would 
have wondered what possessed them. That dam has so much concrete in it won't 
completely cure until the middle of next century. 
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What did possess them, I wonder? 
Today a Fresno developer is planning a luxury home estates, complete with 

horse trails and a golf course, not on the bluffs above the San Joaquin, not on its 
ancient floodplain, but smack in the middle of the riverbed itself, dry now for fifty 
years since Friant Dam was built. During California's recent floods, we kept our 
watchful eye on Friant Dam, which held as the river--above and below--swelled into a 
raging torrent. It was raining. 

"If we're not going to allow houses down here," the developer said, "should we 
get rid of the fox dens, too? I guess people are so stupid ... we can't allow them to 
exercise their free rein, but we'll allow animals ... to exercise theirs." 

"I don't need anyone's protection," he said. 
His supporter, attorney Jim McKelvey, explains that a river free from houses, 

roads, sewers and electrical power lines is an "aberration," raising the alarm that if the 
riverbed remains undeveloped "housing and urban development will... be required to 
leapfrog over (the) area, thereby disrupting the otherwise orderly expansion of urban 
facilities." (LA Times, Monday, January 13, 1997, A16). 

If I had a river I walked to after dinner, it would not be the LA River in its 
concrete swaddling. I remember rivers flooding when I was a girl. These days it won't 
stop raining, even here. 

Last night when I dreamed, it was not of my sister, nor even of an imaginary 
uncle midway between my father and my uncle, but rather of a third son, midway 
between the two I have. He was dark-haired and intense and brilliant, and in my 
shame at having overlooked him, I lost track of Joey instead. 

As a general rule, dreams in narrative are uninteresting and ought to be avoided, 
but Patty and Miranda and Sky are dreams as well, and I wonder what it is that has 
brought us all together here? Is building a dam the same thing as telling a story, or are 
they so completely different as not to be imagined in the same breath? 

In a recent letter to the LA Times Pat Brown's grandson lauded both the taming 
of the wild rivers by our water projects, and their wildness, which should always be 
preserved. 

As a girl, swimming off a raft in the green, warm water of Lake Shasta, blue 
gills nibbled at my toes, and if this is a dream or not, it is nonetheless a vivid memory. 
Much later, in adolescence, I dreamed of drifting naked down a river through every 
season--spring, summer, fall and then winter--until I arrived at a gray, fog-shrouded 
ocean, which lifted me, the fog, high into its gracious embrace. Last night I dreamed 
of a river, glistening and full, down which I planned to swim home, but there were 
guests involved and four babies and, remembering my own days of baby and toddler, 
I knew I would have to give up my swim to help the women with their babies get 
back too. 

The last time I saw my real uncle, parrot on his shoulder, he was loquacious and 
told many stories about how it was when the dam was being built. He told me about 
Mike, Miranda's father, and the friendship he formed with the surveyor who fell. My 
uncle was judgmental. They were both drinking, he said, and Mike was only lucky he 
didn't fall too. I was relieved to have my uncle corroborate stories I believed I had 
invented, but how can I be certain he wasn't lying too? 

What I want is the river, and the bear, and the lake behind the dam, and the 
salmon, and the glistening rock, and my imaginary son or uncle or self, as well as the 
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location of my great-grandmother's grave, where I think it all begins, this complex 
interstices of narratives. The mining town where she gave birth to all her children and 
then died is smack in the middle of gold country, and as far as the history of this state 
is concerned, water is the aftermath of gold. 

But Western graveyards are haphazard things, with markers that go back just a 
hundred years or so, and those of cheap soft stone, already crumbling. Just out of 
Redding, where I grew up, a Pioneer Baby's Grave, nothing more than a small iron 
cross beside a clump of manzanita, is fixed by a brown historical marker. Or pick a 
mission any, any mission, in California. Somewhere between the massive tombstones 
of the priests and Spanish noblemen, Indians are buried: four thousand Chumash at 
Santa Barbara, several thousand Gabrielenos at Solvang. Ishi, the last Indian, emerged 
northeast of Chico: how many thousands are buried in those hills? 

Near my father's cabin there is a private graveyard, which he owns, maybe 
twenty graves in all. Recently, a local woman, who had lived her whole life on the 
creek, passed away and was buried there and now the graveyard is festooned with 
pink satin ribbons, tied in elaborate bows. 

Perhaps, then, my lack of a river truly is connected with the absence of my 
father's mother's mother's grave, which is connected to Kennett, erased by the water 
and the will of its very own sons. What I mean is, when you know all this, you know 
too that Patty must be blinded and Miranda raped and Sky-what will happen to 
Sky?-not because some countless tons of concrete were poured into Shasta Dam, but 
because the vision of the future they portended did not allow for you to lie down by 
the side of a river, any river, and let it lap you, for in this vision of the future rivers are 
commodities and water a salable resource, not life. 

At least I know now that the line between nostalgia and progress cannot, and 
must always be straddled, and that the danger and necessity of doing so is both 
palpable and real. 

At least I know that it is not the same to tell a story as to build a dam. 
What I am afraid of is that neither will sustain us, and that in the lack of either, 

the jut of my son's ten-year-old jaw, the curve of my sister's body on the rock across 
the river, my uncle's Peruvian sketches, all will disappear. I said that a dam is the 
curve of your tongue, lapping water, but maybe what your tongue laps us just the 
impermanence of words, that do nothing but dissolve there, dissipate. Maybe desire is 
not the story, but the dissipation of the words, what you can't hold any longer than the 
very instant of their coming into being. Maybe I'm like Pat Brown's grandson, 
admiring both the taming of the wild rivers, and their wildness, except I know this is 
impossible and you can't have both. 

That night I took Patty swimming in the river after she was blinded, we were looking 
for my uncle's bear. Though it was very dangerous, she arched her back and dived. 
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Past Imperfect 

Kristen Hanlon 

Creation is a fiction of Gods. -Simone Weil 

Malathion 

The year of the sprayings was ... 

the year the Hell's Angels left & took the lawn with them, 

or maybe the year of the Stop 'N' Go stabbings, 

or was it the year Uncle X joined a cult, 

& was that before or after Jonestown, 

before or after the two-year drought, 

before or after, 

before/ 

after? 

Discovery 

When the lazy creek flooded it transformed overnight 

from dirty arroyo to finders-keepers paradise. Amid 

broken watches, underwear, & shopping carts 

there were treasures to be found

quarters & Dukes of Hazzard action figures. 

Sara: Is it a ... purse? 
Manuel: No. Not a purse ... 
Spiro: A wallet? 
Manuel: Think foot, dummy! 

Say nothing. Think boot. Boot. 

Soggy, heel-less, woman's boot. 
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The Artist 

Before moving out he began painting the ceiling Casa Azul blue. 

Meanwhile, his eyebrows were merging Frida-style, acceptable 

if you're an old man but he was still just a boy, working hard 

to take serial monogamy seriously, leaving patches of white 

& wary landlords in his wake-

Exile 

I called it heavy fog & when you said no, it's rain I pretended 

not to care. Across the street, a girl bathed in bus headlights 

adjusted her scarf-

Open your mouth 

Open your mouth 

a little wider, honey. 
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Paint Your Steps Blue 

Matthea Harvey 

It is spring and people are out repainting their front steps 
Glacier blue because this village is closer to the glacier than 
The volcano emits a tiny rumble and drools lava once every few 
Years go by and its followers grow fat with having nothing to 
Fear here is of the icy-and-slowly-approaching variety 
Babies turn their screams inside out and slowly slowly turn 
Blue paint is supposed to fool the glacier into thinking 
It has been where it hasn't though some think the command 
Meant footsteps so crevasse explorers paint those blue too 
As per the thread in Labyrinth it helps you find the way 
Back in the Time Of Much Sun so many layers melted away 
That the Flower Layer emerged and people picnicked on 
The meadow had been swallowed whole many millennia 
Before it had been a pink and yellow stripe on the glacier's side 
Like a layer of jam and custard on a poundcake now through 
The ice they saw details meadowsweets silver pussytoes and 
Thyme seemed like an appropriate thing to be trapped in 
There was a girl who loved the meadow so much that one night 
She strapped on her skates and dared to skate on its surface 
The story goes that one of her blades cut through the ice and 
Nicked one of the pussytoes suddenly all the air smelled incredibly 
Sweet and the glacier roared moved forward and cut the village in 
Half their ancestors were in a layer that they had given no name 
To understand why the portrait painter was fed to the glacier after 
He painted it down to the tiniest detail one would have to know 
That they had been punished before and that they were sure that 
Including the Lava Layer would not be well-received indeed 
It was the reason some of them had succumbed to doubt and left 
The village is getting ready for calving already bits of the glacier 
Are breaking off and floating off to sea one woman does not like 
To watch it is not so long since her daughter left her she goes 
Inside she picks up her daughter's picture of course it is white 
With just a hint of the human because everything here is overexposed 
She hears the familiar sound of paint being slapped onto stone 
And the delighted screams of the children in the schoolyard as they 
Lie on the ground and a boy on a skateboard rides over them 
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Something Given to Make Whole Among the Ruses 

Brian Henry 

that are shattered by the large 

derailments no plot has sprung 

untoward guilt by disassociation 

the clatter in the hallway calls 

attention to the demolition 

at Flinders & Swanston the office 

emptied by premonition 

and the lunch rush the girl 

on the bench hurraying alone 

the hair stylist a historian his clippers 

driving the newly shorn to distraction 

the physics of attraction and reduction 

constructions no more of pencils and slide rules 

oh where has the abacus left us 

no explosion will take place here 

folks sorry for your rubble 

The Trouble With Spectacle 

in Three Thousand Words or Less 

guidelines available in Appendix B 

which city doesn't have its history 

of falling buildings think of all the rats 

going down between the walls 

a rodenticide on sky-scraping levels 

the roaches will shake off the drop and dust 

and be in someone's kitchen by dusk 

whose hands break at the sound 

of something breaking and who's in charge 

of the still parade the prayer meeting 

across the bridge a protest against sacrilege 

whose hammer will shatter the image 

of our son immersed who has his finger 

on the switch to bring each high-rise down 
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El Nino Organon 

Brenda Hillman 

Using cosmic magic and destruction equally 
the ocean has decided to rearrange 

its syntax so the Gulf Stream 
shifts north; its waves warm, its 
sentences swell, until life, one of 

the yeses between swirls, roundly, in 
the form of beach parties with 

center-colored balloons full of unused gases 
from nearby stars that are suddenly 

short of heat, moves to dreamishness, 
though movement was actually its second 

choice, movement is infinity which failed. 

There appeared a small room under 
the sea; heat they dumped too 

much of lives in there, with 
the doomed forms, singing, "Toy sold 

separately," he starts these early storms 
off San Diego, pushes absorbing action, 

they named him boy and make 
him metaphorical but he thinks he's 
a mistake. Can you move sentences 

this way? A horizon is a 
type of sentence unmaking syntax denying 

its maker in preference for a 

sea cave of breathing from, while 
on shore, reversible winds drive sanderlings 

to make wide use of their 
wavelet, the latest theory of narrow 

not having been tried. There appeared 
a small room under the sea 

and in it dwelt impossibility, Rimbaud 
and the doomed teachers all, considering 

the clash of where we have 
dumped heat. Creation doesn't fail though 
the meaning sea dies. Kelp-ends disappear 

into earliest beginnings. Sentences occluded by 



their owners are devoured, a gull 
is mistaken for a frisbe, meaning, 

years ago. We could have stopped 
driving but we didn't. Punctuation like 
beach-flies as you walk undyingly, past 

the perfumed woman and madras-shirted man 
who, not knowing dioxin garbage made 

the nino's fever worse, hold tight, 
palm-treeish seaweed up to admire. Examples 

are beautiful anyway. They could have 
turned off air-conditioning as they climbed 

the hills, we could have been 

less comfortable in hotels. Sentences dip 
down to the idea as wiggle-rock granite 

diving through other granite near Pacifica 
borrows infinity layers, driving as we 

drove, not meaning to. Distance is 
in such an uproar. The boy 

wants his ocean to stop melting. 
Wants the baby-seal-head-looking surfers peeling off 

their wetsuits in the parking lot 
at Montara to look up. So 

much for the problem of being 
unique. Weather was unique, moving to 

a sameness, the boy plays insane 
music in its head. We welcomed 

weather, we wanted each sentence to 
have toothy margins more different even 

than a snake. Small sizes of 
light chime off surfaces to give 

great value to stars. Storms unravel 
how we wrecked it; color stopped 

by, looking blue, purple. Didn't you 
feel everything, finally? Weather taught 

you to write funny. When it stops 
being wrecked, we'll write normally. 
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wind: wound 

Jen Hofer 

it's not gold, it's water moved. what you see. what 
asphalt pebbled corncobs takes on the meaning 
of breasts. the meaning of breasts, blisters, skin, skin 
loss, just a street corner, in under me & rising in, in 
the sweat of a sweat of an ending, cheese that doesn't 
melt, two sets of sets of skin & unwanted raw not news 
print. ten white eggs in a plastic bag, a paunch & this 
is an odd place police whistle to buy a hammock, say 
good-bye. say. teeming whistle good whistle with 
syllables & slaps, no hindus here, the cactus are cactus 
are small & the flowers are fake, fake paper, fake buds 
suggestive, suggest liquid almonds & fire for a peso 
every peso every color tastes different. i held you by 
the hips like a wrench. you. welts rise all the rage & all 
plural & a bright bicycle blinds blinds yellow faster then 
faster then the tactile sun. summer's tentacles slide 
over you and summer's greasy foreign hair slides one 
worn slipper & you choose the bus station. choose the 
bus station. it's just a fucking day by geographical 
standards, the geologic alarm says it's just a fucking 
day says emergency don't exit lean back you're exiting 
winded & dripping, dropped, for a ride. only the surface 
is touched, bare & low & slips, burns & scrapes 
burning having risen risen the shirt you can't take 
off, take off, skin you melted up against blind willing 
against willing rancheros & hot irons & hot, not a wrinkle 
or reprieve in sight. 
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THE OVERWHELMING FORCE 

Jen Hofer 

13 4. with all our senses is most 

imagine what would make up the charm of autumn "in its essence," as 

not imagined, but breathed. Imagine the charm of autumn a yellow 

sun, a yellow afternoon, an evening busride. Autumn "in its essence," 

as contrary: the joy of life breathes comfortably only in an ephemeral, 

as unfamiliar, irregular, unhealthy, or otherwise objectionable 

interference theory of forgetting. 
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say ... That you will love and cherish me ... Forever 

13 2. Recall is promoted by association 

merely a matter of greater fastidiousness on the part of the culture that 

forbids pork; 

For example, the practice of 
slow flight A helps the student learn short 

field landings B; whereas pratice in making 
a landing approach in an airplane A may 
hinder learning to make an approach in a 
helicopter B. It should also be noted that 

my dreams come true ... Oh, please believe me when I say 

what is never certain or complete. In this fluctuation, 

it may well accept other foods (e.g., grasshoppers, 
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13 5. Meaningful repetition aids recall. Each 

gentle touch ... Is like a soft command ... Is like a brilliant 

blue ... Is like a beneficent echo ... Is like a rather strange idea ... 

a whisper like the whisper of Autumn ... It is the urge 

to know. Without motivation there is little 

participation in eternity, measured, on the contrary, in 

waste products, shed blood, menstrual blood, sexual emissions, sexual 
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13 3 Favorable attitudes aid retention. 

irreducible immortality, sort of surrogate immortality, where the urge 

to know becomes the urge to show. All waste products are put to use, a 

sort of occasional immortality, a surrogate for the eternity of being 

or her conclusions. This is thus an inadmissible, if not to say a suicidal, 

joy of life, since it situates the joy of life 
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Oh, Sure! 

Paul Hoover 

From ear to ear, across 
the mind's throat, 
the intellect of leaning: 

an ant tottering, 
crushed, your sovereign 
childhood, sunlight 

and dust, the wheels 
of history, a white 
whippet sleeping. 

As the wind loses 
its voices, a theory 
of the soundbite 

develops into a sentence, 
the sentence into 
vacant space and 

vacant space into 
the object of desire. 
Disheveled but graceful, 

love with its expert hands 
paces the floor. How nice 
to be a cup of coffee 

on a morning like this, 
when the sun is raving abroad 
like a satisfied god. 

You've lived all winter 
outside the language, 
but here the language is, 

nodding its head toward 
something called style, 
transparent but thick. 
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What had you imagined? 
An opera of the senses? 
Muscle in the dark? 

The burden is all, 
the process accidental. 
The cynical side of the title 

casts shadows on the flowers 
as they bunch in sunlight, 
and the other side believes 

in a bloody shade of darkness, 
where the undersides of leaves 
are the color of coal, 

and a musk of fungus 
breathes out loud. 
Esau says, "Oh, sure" 
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as if he loved knowing 
the most uncertain things. 
As the moral quicksand 

rises, the plot's about 
laundry, which seems 
so authentic hanging 

on its line, but we 
can only point with 
applied indifference 

at the broad walking 
sun as seen in that 
sheet. Here the light 

rises, there the wind 
falls, and all you feel 
is "excitingly murky," 



like water under flood. 
The portrait of a girl 
remains fifteen, with 

a necklace at its 
throat. But the one 
portrayed has aged, 

smoking cigarettes 
at the edge of depiction. 
A passing voice pricks 

the world with attention: 
So s your old (fading). 
Esau is Esau Melendez 

who sits near the window 
as he thinks of sleeping 
in the freaking sun. 
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Surface Gods 

Paul Hoover 

"On the edge of no cliff'' 

-Jack Spicer 

With no secret place 
and no unveiling, 
the word is round 

for whom the public ripens
a generation spoken, 
your own game face. 

Pharaonic. Sweet. 
Eternity's black thread 
raveled too tightly. 
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The cost isn't language 
translated into acts 
but virile architecture 

familar as Jack
bloated and sick
singing in depression. 

To love and fail, 
furious to the root, 
is life as it turns. 

A modernist pagoda 
on a futurist lawn, 
indelible stumble 

toward some right field, 
the circumstance and glamor 
of passing back out. 



Formed as voices, 
outside the outside, 
we have one language 

and counting down. 
Syllables of madness. 
Faith's ten towns. 

The mout):l as it speaks 
twisted in belief, 
distances adrift in 

"white and aimless signals." 
not the thing itself 
but a diagram of the harvest. 
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Sequence By Sound 

Lisa Isaacson 

Sequence By Sound 

The essay scrapes anterior earth, 
Alarm variations breaking flock 
Uniform beats. Severe, visible hooks 
Ingested by brush shade 
And unhooked, our motion. 

Sound land-
Decorated traverse breathing: moths 
Pulling at dumb chained facets 
Left of the flowerfield. 
And in my brace unbelief 
Nature, a discard of demon, wells. There are 
Tufts that fatten the form on the wire. 
Rain is pulled to expansive sand. 

I'm her hanging up the wet forms, above, the bird 
Sparks perfectly other bird. Seconds 
Congested of motion. 

Of the carrier paint. 

Vertical graves, 
Profile birds, engines smearing 
The extent potential blackness, our arms on the rails. 

Nearer-
Water in wings evaporating one form after another bird. 

Flicks, falls from above. 
A basket spills plenty 
On a ramp of room tones, 
The world unfounded, a powder of daylight, panels full as I am I adjust. 

Soils-
Robin's egg blue storebags of charcoal stacked 
Next to green ones containing more. 
Lemons are pushed from the aprons of boys. 
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Spring Equinox 

Mary Kasimor 

wild flowers to sit on 
the view is redundant 

heavy
handed as ink the results would astound you 

and the nonsense of the questions 
grow lilacs 

in the garden is the fool 
it should be enough 

when the air is purple 
royalty disrupts the peasants 

with gifts of thick black bread and thick-
soled shoes 

and the fields 
are full of mud that fall off the earth 

when the horse 

and air are silky and the slow as desire 
of the blood stirs the fire moves wuickly to the sun's 

slow wit captivates the dancers 
oh yes 

it is a passage 
to another hidden place writes on the wall 

to deadened wits where the joke dumb 
and thick 

are the wall out of the cold on a winter's day 
the yeast hesitates 

a fermentation of grapes 
the lentils are light and counted separately 
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Formal Gardens 

Mary Kasimor 

it was never chained to the bracelet 

colored beads clicked it was the gun I feared sounds 

of dying and then never to return from 

the dead the last small movement 

of the eye over the horizon buffalo and 

formal gardens on the frontiers 

and only larger than my life 

it is mine 

a bucket of air moves something 

delicately unknown qualities a dilemma of water 

overflowing prediction and dice rattle shame at the end 

a large mistake passes through passion justified oxygen depleted 

search for non-literate truths 

mailboxes by the side of the road 

tomatoes in bowls wives kiss husbands 

a pathos of meaning 

dirt clings to the roots 

at the entrance there is a smile control children don't know 
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XV 

Mary Kasimor 

Time spent 

away. Centuries 

You are a millennium 

Silence in tree branches you left 

your short. Several years ago. Excitement. 

Under the skin bruises smooth apples. the sleek brain 

of a dog reminds you. Of kindness. 

There is little left in this world. Hands drift over a ouija board. 

Blue water massed under the sail. 0. 

Starry water of undetermined depth. 

At the bottom birds of a feather. Understand the fruits 

of dry land. You sit in a chair 

and eat dates in March. The hatter is windless. 

When you resisted the pretty pills 

in green bottles. The perfume is befuddles. 

A sidewalk then rioted. Pale blue machines and poster art daisies 

and all. Dogs and apples in trees' shade, 

more discerning under covered gables. 

Following the regime. 
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Narcissus in Remorse 

Katherine Lederer 

I reasoned so unsoundly that I was convicted 

And reported to the true observer of my heart. 

The rotund sin, the blasphemy was witnessing my inmost feelings. 

I had no secrets from my mouth. 

I hadn't attempted to bring on together a disciplined spirit. 

Didn't. Because I do not fill the world. 

The world won't fill me either, not till I reason 

A spark out of out of, the beating of after 

The beating before and the beating I took as my carpet 

Unfurled on the floor and the couch had lain covered in 

Pink restitution for all of the error I fling in the air 

And the name of my name is the name of the 

N arne of the name of the scattering chasing existing 

Not sparing the window or door from 

The endless attention to making things seem like they're useless 

When really I cannot in fact tell you why I have locked up my house 

For an evening for which the dominion of silence muse seem not at all like dominion because 

Only scattering mist or the words of observers 

Could name when the time was that 

Things had been bad, which must mean 

They'd never gone well 
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One Thousand Schemes 

Katherine Lederer 

One diamond ring 

On my delicate finger 

Ohjoy 

Which encircled it 

Also an ornament. 

Telling in words 

It could not be mistaken 

And during the moment 

The stone was converted to exquisite drapery-

Hastened to sight, irrevocable love 

I can't say it again, 

Unaccountable. 

Even before was indeed, I saw even, 

Before I had really believed 

I received 

What is apt admiration 

Repose altogether disturbed by a mystery 

Countenance, interest. 
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Not Only Because We Were Wrong 

Katherine Lederer 

No only because we were wrong, 

but also because we were deeply unimpressed, 

lovers were left at dusk to contemplate being alone. 

Responding to being alone an intruder. Grown to be one and not one. 

As if mother had told me so. Mother, 0 tell me again that I am indeed one. 

An image of a vision of lately one of the ideas I have had has been scripted out for me 

and one has been wholly original and thus contributes to my loneliness. 

One tree is a lesser known object than two trees. 

Two trees are more known for progeny 

Glisten, gee. It is gorgeous to speak of trees. 

There is no annoyance in the world. 

All of us sympathize around a tree. 
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I Asked Why I was Better at Truth than Love 

Dana Levin 

Keyhole. 
Stick your finger in. 

You can open it now, enter the room made 
completely of light-

You can stand there now. 
See 

the womb unattached to any body, floating 
in the surgical white 

like a weightless dark balloon
And there, a little lit bean, 

pulsing weakly inside it. 
And a choir is singing. 

At each corner of the ceiling, thousands shunted 
next to each other, 

stiff as little pins-
Singing 0 trunk of glass, 0 open eye 

and the little bean opens its eyes. 
Grows child-sized. 

And the little nubs come out, on tendrils from either side of its spine. 
You ask, 

Will it have a heart? 
And the carbon in its chest 

flames up in a vise, diamond in a pool 
of fire-

And the womb vanishes. 
It stands white and tall before you, 

moving the air. 
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You ask, 
What about the father? 

And it lifts its voice with the choir singing 
0 brilliancy and cold--

And you ask, 
What about the mother? 

And it looks into you with eyes of ice, that it will never close, 

not even in sleep, 
and suddenly you're in the hospital nursery, looking down at yourself 

inside the glass box 
trying to turn away 

from the fluorescents constant everywhere around you 
and the angel comes to your ear like a wind, says Mother? 

There wasn't a mother. 
There was light. 
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Holding Pattern 

Timothy Liu 

Visibility climbing as dawn kicks into higher gear our fingers clutching fix-it 

manuals gilded tomes in a terminal stall an inboard fan cowl deactivating edge 

slats postal routes we must retract to rectify the shirtless slithering through 

the park like wolves like doves who mate for life best sprig as affections some 

times are more rare than kneecaps rocking in a tub red tip of cock peaking over 

those postdiluvian waterlines you fraud you rain-tom address book left as deacons 

leer atop a mermaid's undulating tongue why else unwind tight rubber bands undo 

nuptial vows we who are a biplane lost in snow guided by a single flare 
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The Starling 

Eric Lorberer 

The music! 
A yellow leaf, turning. 
Yes I could meet you in Holyoke she 
said, and raised an eyebrow. 
I abandoned my station. 
A man returned Life Studies, explaining 
he misunderstood it. 
I pierced 
the flesh beneath the nipple, 
the fat content, the drowsy feeling I had. 
I really thought I was dying. 

Can you sleep in the back room in case of 
a missile attack, a sense of impending 
doom, an unfriendly gesture? 

Above me, Greta barked. 
Minnie the Moocher 
dug her claws in the carpet. 
Yes I could meet you for chinese 
checkers she said, and 
handed me the money. 
Dawn had begun 
to arrive earlier, and with it 
the vague presentiment I had, 
the starling. 
Africa was nowhere in sight. 
An old man came 
and a young one who asked for the key. 
Yes I could meet you in Zaragoza she 
said, and licked her teeth. 
My gaze wandered into the street 
where a clown gave 
the same old man a flower; 
he laughed. 
I kept my composure. 
Yes I could meet you beneath the wooden 
box she said, and chewed her gum forcefully. 
How distant she seemed. 



Can you wander the earth forever like 
a house, those tears you collected 
in a cup, the cruel ocean? 

The starling thrashed to fit 
through a slit in the ceiling 
when all along the window was open, 
and me with my pathetic bread 
to lure it down. 

No, not oblivion. 
United States. 
Your eyes: twin cities with power failures 
the poppies keep riveted his attention to various 
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Uncontrollable Gestures of the Puppet Master 

Eric Lorberer 

forms of weather, yellow dust like flames 
kisses the floor and fur of Italian 
opera he plays constantly. 
This is no ordinary 
birthday cake the puppet master 
craves-blue lightning 
is lightning from lips he 
tacks on his chest, his blood hard, 
his hand around the wood. Technology 
tells her always to get undressed 
At the paper factory 
the key sat in an overstuffed chair. 
She felt the same pain at the moment of red 
while the phone continued to ring, disturbing 
idiots in the village their already fitful 
sleep, which can never be remembered limb 
from limb, a hatchet stuck in a rabbit-

He opened the door in his underwear. 
There was a small hallway, poorly lit 
and a light at the end of it. 
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"even then, what looked like just a series " 

Lisa Lubasch 

even then, what looked like just a series 

of unpleasant starts was something else entirely, something impossible 

to say, or why 

in the thread-light (there) the season took root. 

You were depressed then, coming in last 

from the rain to the lean-to. Sure you'd made it home 

without too much heavy clatter, but the ( ) that streaked the windows 

rang the bells. 

Just the same the lunatics are bored, though the fed and scarred 

mouth of the forest continues to grow. The latest newsflash has me all keyed-up 

for the distance, which once permissive, is now withdrawing 

at warp-speed across the providential 

tow of ( ) that I feel as my own 

hoarse utterance-the dull vox of the eternal 

trying to work itself out, somehow, in tandem 

with the rest. and It seems to make sense. At least 

for now. Until the universal I hear as a moan 

drowns out point-of-view. 
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Or is it the other way around? 

and The giant landscape rising to be seen. 

I'm not convinced. 

Disappointment is not something I tend to 

anymore (the cowslip o'er the fence will always be 

the cowslip o'er the fence) ... 

Some say there is a secret abuse I 

fend for, if not struggle to avenge. But some bit of statuary 

has obstructed my way. The natural light of my childhood

impossible to snare. I just can't perceive it anymore. 

Isn't it time I made my proclamations and was gone 

to the water pavilion, where a little less noise is 

greatly appreciated, and I can take my time 

to restore myself? 

Still, I so often want to rise to an everyday moment, 

and if the canvas swallows me up, then only later 

I' 11 return to fill the slow idea of sleep 

with my weird shell, "if not in body then in mind," and 

the intolerable progress of all will reel forwards 

and rest, dark and chaotic as a dream. 

Of course the inscrutable will 

beg the question. How is it to be said? The genius of the place 

approaching is as tangential as it seems, 
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the odd diffuseness of the clocks keeps 

finding me (though I'll never tell), 

and the damascened-shore, it's discovered, is really a dream 

of how it got there, though no one's sure enough to 

say why or where in the antelope-shaped scheme of things 

history has its roots. Even the disciples have it wrong. 

The pitch of things seems right, perhaps, and with a little more close effort, 

someday I too might have a star 

to name. 

So the descending line of variants still claims more 

than it loots, and there's no shortage of departments 

which keep showing up like lines from the walls. 

Now that the shrill-dark distant 

future is around, can we go home and be guests 

someplace else? 

I can 

cough up everything, including the 

surroundings of my life, which is not the mission it's confessed 

to be, 

nor the thing warped-calls make marked confessions of. 

There. I've claimed you. Now we 

can go on. 
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Five Stories of Demand 

Malinda Markham 

Last night there was a scream last night, 
but whether man, woman, or beast, I could not 
say. Night tore into blades of grass, 
and only a voice can do that 
rightly. Last night, later, five words 
for help of some kind: kyuujo, ooen, sakuu 
and on. Four corners and the tip of the roof 
and who says a building cannot be connected 
like that, all lines straight, the weight sinking 
into earth. There are many ways to bury 
what is wanted. One sister chose the mind 
and carried a shovel for proof. The grandmother 
sang on the radio and now sings yes the earth 
will match and flare. The voice 
has stopped, but the night remains in pieces. 

Once upon a time lived a woman who split herself in two, one to live with a man she 
was forbidden, the other to work in her father's home. Both were happy, we pre
sume, and shone under certain wings. The two met years later (watched by the man, 
concealed in a bush with their child) and melded into one. Her name begins like this: 
Sei-. For hundreds of years, we ask, Which figure was real? The answer measures 
our pacing. And yet to ask: Did they touch hands before both disappeared? The 
answer measures our- A leaf rises improbably from the center of a lake. 

Two small cats on the windowsill, still disjointed 
As the story goes, not far from the temple lived a fox alone 
Batting one then the other and the small heads turn 
And needing mischief, stole a fisherman's eel and ran with it 
But neither looks down. One could be the other save for a ribbon 
Twined around its neck. Unable to shake the eel off or see 
They know nothing of gravity. The window is high 
Gon (he was called) tore to his burrow and only then 
Hedged by brick below. They shift, a many-legged beast 
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Could break its neck and eat. In the next story 
Fierce, without a name. This begins nine kinds of falling: 

1. A farmer's wife blackens her teeth with pitch 
2. All day and night she begged for eels to eat and he 
3. Climb to the roof, the festival unfolds! 
4. Drums collect and chrysanthemums drown underfoot 
5. Has stolen them. What regret, he thinks, what 
6. The temple bell is ringing. Has Hyojuu's wife disappeared? 
7. When figures straggle past in white, he sees his mistake 
8. If she died asking for eels and only on his account 
9. Farther on, the blacksmith's wife combs her hair 

Beneath an umbrella of root, the day turns on its axis. 
Clouds gather as they will and retreat 
among the trees. In the telling, all moments 
press toward the lucid, each a single stone, 
without fear. To listen and not are instances 
of waiting. If the eyes fill like branches 
lit with crows, who will receive them? 
The farthest buildings vanish completely 
in mist. In this season of quiet disappearance, 
rain only comforts, its voice like tin birds, 
and many, and more. One pear without a bowl 
to contain it: Unpolished globe, bright juice. 
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Any Way the Cows 

Denise Newman 

They want love like mad 

this madness' divine steeple top 

in silver air and they'd all 

be giddy kissing each other 

when someone much older 

walks in and says, 

"You drunken fools!" 

What sprung loose need not 

be mended. It had got late. 

so? It will 

got late again. And all 

the bells at once reminding 

no-thing-do-it-no-thing-do-it-no-

The great peopled-over world 

and the little ephipanies popping 

through like holes in the all-weather 

plastic sky covering 

"really, we just want to be ourselves" 

pancakes and elastic waistbands 

we're not ashamed of our humanness 

said collectively from TV: "It's your world, 

you can do what you want" 

I want to kiss the old farts and catch them 

whence they fall off their platformed feet. 

I want to feed everyone in the wide world 



the laxative word relax. 

I want plenty of room for all the I's and we's 

hammered into position by weather 

The cows' waddle and push 

up the steeple hillside at sunset 

the sighing lovers follow while 

the others groan, "how corny" 

Any way is a way 

honey-

just jump 
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Cinema 1 

Geoffrey G. O'Brien 

Of course I'm angry about the experiment. If a man comes up to you eight times in 
different clothes, you start to distrust the river of light. Certainly it is honest, 
hardworking, and still it does not advance or know its place. If a man comes up to you 
seven times in different shapes, not with the story of being someone, but still standing in a 
tranquil lane of light, you will grow less thoughtful than a stranded riverboat, you won't 
know if you are moving, you may not realize he is not quite there. His cry might sound like 

this: "Invest heavily in fear. In this way, friend of a friend, you can hold a day's confidence 
with post-war certainty." Do not drink that much of his wine, especially if it's the port. If 
walking away from you, if even at six paces and with his back turned a man invades your 
eye, he has taken your book. In the errant happening, the mad crash of light and the quell of 
it, in the fortunes of the scene, the China asters tossing on the banks with a shrillness that 
will only be noticed later, he has surely taken your book. 

The urge for metaphor scales itself 
mmoney; 

prints itself on the edge of green and gray; 
is never angry; 

enters lagoon economies as • 

tly savior; 
1 

f breath; H . 
he

rald of the por is never ou o leases the 1 e: duces music; 

mtro 
heads up The Black Rapids Coal Company; 

summons and concentrates; 
scatters the haven't-bee1 

for a money curve; 
carpenters in this hindering dress; 

plays the actuarial rasputin carrying 
years as ignition postcards or the beaming smell of rosemary; 

hates its damn speaker; 
loves anyone; 

completes the coin; 
loves anyone working for a luminous face. 

Softly, 
noon submits to one. This is old-new. The aimless life does not defend itself. Used to be, death 
in September didn't happen in July but somewhere not visible. Tomorrow, uncontrollable 
laughter, rain as shredded document. 
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Constantly So Near 

Geoffrey G. O'Brien 

I thought the thinking of going to sleep 
thrown on like a coverlet of flame 

which urges the body beneath it 
to a sultry kind of ownerlessness 

in which the famous obedience of limbs 
submits like the non-public aspect of flame 

to being only the yellow ash 
of some almost glimpsed but yielded thing 

in a space not quite lashed by experience 
but still lent to the losing of it 

or a just-missed train whose passage hangs 
about the station in a great veil of dust 

refusing to speak of any children, 
only looming now fast now slow as windows 

or the holes in the lace of the new mourners 
while the tracks are not rising up to meet it. 

The dust an ash, the passage a form of flame 
or just being alone over the hours 

descending so blithely where they appoint you 
governor of irregular black buildings. 
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Forever Said 

Ethel Rackin 

A moon 
Dozens of them 

Light where there 
Was absence of light 

That absence 
Constitutes flare 

To draw, to come 
Not completely inside 

We watched an entire afternoon 
And wasted what? 

Yes it would take 
"Some getting used to" 

As you and you are used 
To who? 

Surprises in those darks 
Red and flecked on each side 

Continual sheet music 

That she draws without drawing 
Sees without. .. 

Forever 
Is a long time 

To refer 
To a text unread 

Mottled/modeled 
Stolen 



Tooms 1 

Donald Revell 

I am really healthy hurry 

So we can wag 

I've had a molar removed 

I've listened to Chevalier 

Even plaster has something to say 

On the radio I have not 

Been blinded by anything yet 

But beauty & sunshine 

Beauty here & there 

Have you heard 

Is my scrap heap 

Made of sunshine 

Have you heard let me say 

I liked the pictures esp. the one with the hat & 

the frame is beautiful 
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Tooms 2 

Donald Revell 

Whatever a loving mind 

Dreams of 

I enjoy 

Scribbling on my hat 

Theories become new instruments 

Not answers 

To enigmas 

In which to rest 

I start by scribbling 

One too 

Like you 

Then enjoy it again 

A poem is a toy car 

I pull it backwards it goes forward twice as far 



Grazing 

Elizabeth Robinson 

We are looking for the place where 
the Name resides. We do not 
wear linen woven with wool. 
We sleep in 
fleece and get up, follow 
the law, 
hands pried apart, 
head out from our exile. 

Sometimes I say "You". 
But you have instructed me to 
speak in the "We". As we do. 

We wake in the yarn and clear our eyes. 
We walk on this road made from bread 
not risen with yeast. Crust 
of our hands forbidden from privacy. 

This word, "Green", lingers in my fist. 
We keep up to look for the Name. Late 
I see it woven with flax, greasy with lanolin. 
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Larger 

Elizabeth Robinson 

The girth of the world stretches 

unpretty, but 

tidy, 

Or its blankness 

judged as good, the dark 

reassurance: 

As, just now, I hear 

a human coughing from the other 

side of the wall. 

The cough 

assesses the echo as only 

more itself 

So expansion is refused 

growth, but given memory. 

A fetus in the esophagus 

positing its loss of privacy. 

Some voices necessitates 

that orderly gestation we don't 

retract as world, the imperturbable 

breath which ever direction it takes 



in relation to a lung. To 

end here, I hear 

that irritable wall venturing 

life. The breast enlarging 

unsure how to lead itself. 

Some possible infant wandering 

through the body of this 

stilted respiration, some possible 

fumbling of the intermediate span. 
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My Museum 

Standard Schaefer 

Bread and Will beneath ash and end, 
harsh as a balled up hat, but black felt 
tumbling loose as an anecdote or mode 
of remembrance, dismantled for bracelets, 
a perky, brisk sphere of print what 
you cannot hear and disperse, 
rain, rhetoric, a ring of poses 
emitted as a cloud across the body, 
which I return to your time, lion-colored. 

The audience of cause crinkled beneath 
shale, spots, space where no space, 
but winked, waxed, etched in wind, 
it can only recant and enter us like teeth of ink 
on blot of paper, split off from the collage, 
a horizon of crickets without hope or flip of allegiance, 
falling through fingers to the lake, half night, 
half-bound, but living and forgiven 
for the given is ground, however 
cruel and imperceptible, 
the burial of lids, your lips, a labyrinth of jam, 
now I have ghosts on the breath and lisp a face. 
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Wicker Man Marginalia 
for Lawrence White 

Reginald Shepherd 

madrona taken for magnolia 
sperm-scented old world 
blossoming: when they saw the terraces 
of white tepals, they named it 
Magnolia Hill, seminal 
bluff overcoming new water 

* 

words break me, break 
from me, branchlets 
glinting gray in moon 
-light, slivered green by day 

* 

Arbutus menziessi, laurelwood 
trees correspond to trees 
(evergreen magnolia, bull 
bay, laurel bay: Magnolia 
grandiflora, laurel magnolia) 

* 

the bud bursts, naked genitalia 
of the swollen-open tree, 
the immaculate bruise flowers 
and unfolds, everything 
is alive but me, my words 
mere wounds 

* 

and the long leaves wave in an 
ocean's afternoon, an air 
of drowning, traffic in 
distractions, depictions, describe 
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* 

I touch the break in history 
and it stains my hand, hard 
surfaced leather-textured broadleaf 
coated in inflammable wax, burns 
fiercely even when green 

lch komme, Griinende Bruder 

* 

leaf charred by October 
red shift, controlled burn trying 
to build a little distance, heat 
to ochre history, sienna, umber 
brush fires flood dry hills 

* 

wood resembles wood 
the wind hauls in my voice 
like catch, and I direct the plunder 
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The Dinner Date 

Liz Waldner 

Just a little word, w __ : someone could say it to you , and it 
could make everything different. In your soul. It could. I am 
ready for St. Columb and his doves, shortly after. You, he, they 
could be ready. Them. An us. Cleanthus, a flower. Mr. Roethke, 
you think like a flower, he said. Good lord, way too much cologne 
just sat down next to me. Hello, Mr. . Hello, Timmy, how 
is Lassie? A shaggy dog story. Don't you feel like a story? Let's 
talk about the 1950's. If you can, you are a story to those who 
were born in the 1970's. He is one of those. I am one of them. 
The-pages tum and tum. Another arrival; who might this very late 
person be? A certain amount of shuffling economically. 
Everybody pitted against everybody-! am no force for harmony. 
It would seem to be not for me, the alchemical work of har-- no, 
can't say it again. Elton John pollution. A cynical, surly, doggy 
VISIOn. I hope it is no very cynical asperity not to confess 
obligations where no benefit has been received. Explaining how 
busy he is, sexually, he gave her pedigree: five novels, (Foh: 
variant of faugh; an exclamation of disgust or contempt; poh; fie.) 
Ready or not, here comes disappointment dressed for the fashion 
show of silence again ... 

What when the dot dot dots leak right through the silence and the 
kingdom of heaven again means violence? 
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Thunderstorm, New York 

Susan Wheeler 

Dark night in day, 
Flicker of light on the flannel sky, 
the spike disappeared in night -
Rain, deep oak, office lights. 

An earlier avenue intimates dark 
In the milky way of the city view. 
A destitute hem, a bagged salute, 
Street-level, sea level hue-

Bogged hours in a bodega's door, 
Blasts in heat from a barge's cruise, 
A wind cleat in snow - dour refuse, 
The clock that kicks in, four. 

Dark day, night, 
Your eye blinks in the scrapered 
light, dandied a bottle blue. 
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To Our Use 

Susan Wheeler 

The grave slow humming of the blackened bird 
thicketed, thorned, thrashed, through, 
the voice that hums, the humming low, 
the click of the beak in the deep understill, 
wintering sound in a simmering heat, 
goner and gotten, wound in the weeds, 
the gravest humming of the silhouette bird 
wakes in my mornings welcome without, 
nests in its noose in the ferrous night, 
watches and hums for my sparing, amen. 
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As It Is 

Max Winter 

1 
longer than the shelter of khlebnikov and ham on rye 
the commute, the washington apples, the rhubarb, 
dirt on linoleum at the bookstore of orangish leaves, 
the number six incongruous with my cold currant tea 
and bitter from steeping in the station, dents 
on the spine's white edge take time, grass swallows cowley 
in november sun, purloined cantatas on lexington snatched, 
lamp switched on in tango's midst, dancing for warmth, 
the espresso morning, loveliness on my right cheek, 
cubicles of typos topped by islands of flourescent smoke, 
a promise recalled on the bus and left on the seat, 
waiting for music waiting in words 

2 
walking through a windy drunk, the seventh pierogi eaten 
as the snow goes to hell, propositions to spangled backs, 
bright mad lights, the snap of a moment of love, fucks 
bashing fags, spring in coat of breezes buying souvlaki, 
i ask two leather breasts where are my friends, 
writing past the sleepers in the broken greenhouse, 
poems read into pockets, one twenty five drunk quickly, 
walking with babies' feet, blue stretched across my shoulders, 
seven sudden punks on the subway, mushed grammar gelling until my stop, 
manliness spoken in squeaks on hardwood floors at whose party, 
nothing is resolved, i walk up the stairs and it's morning out 
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Song of the Daughter 

Sam Witt 

In my dreams night closes its dirty waters 
around the apartment complex. 
Your keys strike each other. 
They clatter like unoiled machinery, 
your cheeks coarse with iron-filings. 
When I lift the dogwood blossom out of water 
and glass, dripping with the only light 
in the room, it grows immense, deepens, 
white as milk around me, a fly 
crouched on the pistil. 

Father, when I was a girl, 
you'd walk from the den at night, 
the floorboards creaking like a thousand rusty hinges 
flying open. You'd stand in my room, 
in the muted flicker of the television, 
a blue deep as the light thrown 
from water. And then your zipper, 
a sewn wound popping open, stitch by stitch, the flies 
swarming from their nest, armpit, crotch. Even now 
they glitter like scales, blue and green 
in the streetlamp. Even now your tongue 
slips, slow as the blossom from its sheath, 
your arms, your hips, again, then again 
and again and again until I am filled, 
I am the red clay after a flood 
I am the words trying to say father 

Tonight I've been taken by the blossoms. 
I float here like a burned child 
in their blooming solution, here, 
in the organic dark, root and bruised petal, leaf, 
all joined in the drawing of water. 
You are wading in from the doorway, neck-deep 
and silent, brushing aside the fish, 
the drifting weeds, your black chemicals 
swallow me, swallow me. 
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Sources of Delaware 

Dean Young 

I love you he says but it takes twenty years 
so it's like listening to mountains grow. 
I love you she says fifty times into a balloon 
then releases the balloon into a room 
whose volume she calculated to fit 
the breath it would take to read 
the complete works of Charlotte Bronte aloud. 
Someone else poured green dust by the entryway 
and put rice paper on the floor. The door 
was painted black. On the clothesline 
shirt-tails snapped above the beserk daffodils. 
Hoagland says you've got to plunge the sword 
into the charging bull. You've got to 
sow yourself into a suit of light. 
For the vacuum tube, that's easy, 
just heat the metal to incandescense 
then all that dark energy becomes a radiance. 
A kind of hatching, syntactic and full of buzz. 
No counter-indications, no laws against 
buying gin on Sundays. No if you're pregnant, 
if you're operating heavy machinery because 
who isn't towing the scuttled tonnage 
of some self? Sometimes just rubbing 
her feet is enough. Just putting out 
a new cake of soap. Sure, the contents 
are under pressure and everyone knows 
that last step was never intended to bear 
any weight but isn't that why we're standing there? 
Ripples in her hair, I love you she hollers 
over propellors, yellow scarf in mist. 
When I planted all those daffodils, 
I didn't know I was planting them 
in my own chest. Play irretrievably 
with the lid closed, wrote Satie on the score. 
But Hoagland says he's sick of opening 
the door each morning not on diamonds 
but piles of coal and he's sick of being 
responsible for the eons of pressure needed 
and the sea is sick of being responsible 
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for the rain and the river is sick of the sea. 
So the people who need the river 
to float waste to New Jersey on 
throw in anti-depressants. So the river 
is still sick but nervous now too, 
its legs keep thrashing out involuntarily, 
flooding going concerns, keeping the president 
awake. So the people throw in beta-blockers 
to make it sleep, which it does, sort of, 
dreaming it's a snake again but this time 
with fifty heads beltching ammonia 
which is nothing like the dreams it once had 
of children splashing in the blue of its eyes. 
So the president gets on the airways 
with positive vectors and vows 
to give every child a computer 
but all this time, behind the podium, 
his penis is shouting, Put me in, Coach, 
I can be the river! So, I love you say 
the flashbulbs but then the captions 
say something else. I love you says 
the hammer to the nail. I love Tamescha 
someone sprays across the For Sale sign. 
So I tell Hoagland it's a fucked-up ruined 
world and I just want to be left alone 
in such palatial detail he's stuck 
for hours on the phone. Look at these crows, 
they think they're in on the joke and 
they don't love a thing. They think 
they have to be that black to keep 
all their radiance inside. I love you 
I say meaning lend me twenty bucks. 
I love you says the man as his mother dies 
so now nothing ties him to the earth, 
not fistfuls of dirt, not the silly songs 
he remembers singing as a child. 
I love you I ask meaning help me 
find my way. 
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